TECHNICAL DATASHEET

FINDRAIN FITTINGS
TECHDRAIN FIN25
A geocomposite of a cuspated 25mm drainage core full wrapped with geotextile
filter/separator

FDC1 END CAP

FDC2 STRAIGHT OUTLET

A solid end cap used to cover the end of FINDRAIN.
150 & 300mm depth as standard. Slide the end cap over the open end
of the FINDRAINand pull tightly against the open end. Apply tape to the
end cap and FINDRAIN once connected for the best results.

FDC2 STRAIGHT OUTLET A linear outlet to connect FINDRAIN to
pipework standard product suits 150/300mm FINDRAIN to
110mm pipe. Slide the FDC2 over the end of the FINDRAIN,
secure in place with tape. Note: the fittings must be flush against the
pavement wall. DO not bend.

FDC3 TEE OUTLET

FDC4 FINDRAIN CONNECTOR

A linear outlet to connect FINDRAIN to pipework
standard product suits 150/300mm FINDRAIN to 110mm pipe.

A linear connector for FINDRAIN connecting two FINDRAINS
together. Typically used when ending one roll of FINDRAIN and
starting with another. Where the FINDRAIN ends are to be connected
with no pipe outlet required, slide the FINDRAIN into each end butting the
two together and secure with tape.

Insert FINDRAIN in to each end of the fitting
and secure with tape for a firm hold.
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2. TCS Geotechnics Ltd reserves the right to alter product specifications without prior notice.
3. It is the responsibility of all users to satisfy themselves that the above data is current.
4. The above figures are average values obtained from testing to current EN ISO standards.
5. TCS Ltd cannot accept responsibility for the performance of these products as the conditions
of use are beyond our control. 6. Installation details are available on request.
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